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BEAT REPORTERS

Students elect new SA
members

Alex Hass, the RRCSA president for 2011/2012
Photo by Garrick Kozier

New executives assume positions May 1st
David Driedger
NEWS EDITOR
Red River College students elected
members to represent them for the 20112012 school year, including a new president. Voting took place between April 4,
and April 7. It was the first time that voting was conducted strictly online. The
move was meant to increase voter turnout,
however less voters cast a ballot this year
compared to last year.

Alex Haas, the current vice president
academic, defeated Danielle Funk, the current Red River College Students’ Association president, and challenger Simranjit
Dhillon to become the new president. Haas
edged Funk by a slim margin of 25 votes.
Haas, a Business Admin student going
into his third year of studies, stated that
the biggest issue affecting students is parking. He noted, “parking has been the biggest concern I’ve heard from students. I’ve
been trying to battle that issue for the last
year. It’s especially bad finding parking at
the downtown campus, I couldn’t imagine
having to do that every day.” He added, “I

plan on petitioning this issue and others
with the college. We’ll be taking issues like
this head on.”
Dana Goulet will be the new vice president academic in the 2011-2012 school
year, while Tania Czemerynski retained
her position as vice president support services, and Nikki Harris will return as the
vice president Princess Street.
The SA was hoping that the introduction of online voting would get over 1000
students to cast ballots. In total, 740 students voted in the 2011 election, down
from 866 students in the 2010 election.

Student fees go up
Students’ association board approves modest increase
David Driedger
NEWS EDITOR
At a meeting of the Students’ Association Advisory Board on April 12, board
members voted to increase the 2011-2012
student fees. Members of the board, con-
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sisting of the executive and volunteer
members, overwhelming supported the
motion to increase fees. It will be the first
increase in fees in over 10 years. The motion carried with 80 per cent support of
voting members. Two board members opposed, while there was one abstention.
The increase in fees, the first since
1999, will be relatively modest. The increases
will
total between
10 and 12 per
cent. Currently, full time
students
pay
$45 in student
fees per semester,
whereas
part time students pay $5 a
semester. The
increase
will
now mean that
full time students will pay
$50 a semester, and $5.50
for part time
students.
Increases in fees
also apply to
students studying at satellite
campuses. The
increase in fees
collected by the
Students’ Association will add
an additional
$85,000 to the
budget.
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The Students’ Association supports
and provides funding for a variety of college initiatives and services. Among some
of the initiatives the Students’ Association
funds are sports teams, convocation ceremonies, and activities around the college.
According to Danielle Funk, the Students’ Association president, the increase
in fees was necessary, and long overdue.
“The last increase was over a decade ago.
We’ve also had an increase in the amount
of students at the college which use our
services. It was necessary to increase fees.
We run a deficit budget every year,” said
Funk. “With this increase, we want to do
more for students.”
Steve Nachtigall, the Students’ Association’s executive director, also noted the
deficit budget. He noted that even with
the increase, the SA will still run a deficit
in the short-term. “We’re spending more
money than we are taking in. My goal is
to break even. I think it’s a worthy goal.
Salaries, and the cost of doing business has
gone up. Costs go up every year.”
Although board members overwhelmingly supported the fee increase, there
were two members who did not. Tyler
North, a board member who represents Industrial Arts, did not support the increase.
“I talked to students in my program, and
they were opposed to paying any new increase in fees.” North added, “it’s my job
to represent them, and that’s what I did.”
The increase in fees will come into effect in the 2011-2012 school year.
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to editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to be
around 150 to 200 words in length. The Projector reserves the right to edit all submissions for
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Winnipeg ridings closely contested
Four federal ridings in Winnipeg worth watching
David Driedger
NEWS EDITOR
Canadians are heading back
to the polls.
Voters will be casting their
ballots on May 2 after opposition
parties defeated Stephen Harper
and his Conservative government
in a non-confidence vote in the
House of Commons on March 25.
It will be the fourth federal election in seven years.
According to early polling
results conducted by Probe Research Inc., the Conservative Party is entering the campaign with
a large lead in popular support
in Manitoba, with 51 per cent

WANT TO WRITE FOR
THE PROJECTOR?
Know of a story on campus we
should be covering?
Let us know!
Help us make our
college newspaper better.
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EDITOR@RRCSA.CA
for more info on contributing
or to give us story tips.

support province-wide. However,
Conservative Party support is
mainly found in rural areas, and
the polling firm says four ridings
in Winnipeg will be highly contested.
Curtis Brown, a research associate at Probe Research Inc.,
stated that “there are several
ridings in Winnipeg to watch,
including Winnipeg North, Winnipeg South, Winnipeg South
Centre, and Saint Boniface.”
Winnipeg North switched
from an NDP riding to a Liberalheld riding in a by-election in
November 2010. Liberal Party candidate Kevin Lamoureux defeated
his NDP opponent in a narrow
victory in the by-election. Lamoureux now has to successfully
defend his newly acquired job a
mere four months after winning
his seat.
In the last general election in
2008, the Liberals lost the riding
of Saint Boniface to Conservative
Party candidate Shelley Glover.
Liberal Raymond Simard, the former Saint Boniface MP, is seeking
to defeat Glover and regain his
seat in the House of Commons.
Anita Neville, the Liberal
Party MP representing Winnipeg
South Centre, narrowly defeated
her opponent Conservative Trevor
Kennerd in the last general election. In this election, Neville will

Photo by Garrick Kozier

have to defeat school trustee and
Conservative Party member, and
former Liberal, Joyce Bateman to
retain her seat.
Winnipeg South Conservative MP Rod Bruinooge will have
a tough political fight as he attempts to retain his seat against
Liberal Party challenger Terry Duguid. According to Probe Research
Inc., the Liberals enjoy the highest proportion of voter support in
southwest Winnipeg which will
make Bruinooge’s reelection campaign that much more difficult.
Jared Wesley, an assistant

professor of political studies
at the University of Manitoba,
echoed Brown’s assessment that
those four Winnipeg ridings are
going to be closely contested
based on indications from early
polling and previous electoral results.
Wesley also said that a good
indicator of each party’s fortunes
in these ridings will be where the
political parties invest most of
their limited campaign resources.
According to Wesley, “it’ll
be interesting to see where party
leaders go towards the end of the

election. If Ignatieff goes to Saint
Boniface for example, that might
tell us the Liberals think they
can win the riding.” He added,
“it’ll provide a good indication of
where parties are throwing their
resources towards gaining or
holding a seat.”

COMPILED BY
David Driedger

CAMPUS CHATTER

NEWS Editor

The future of voting in Canada
Canada’s chief electoral officer Marc Maynard recently said that online voting is the future of Canadian elections
because it could increase voter turnout, especially for young voters.
We asked RRC students at The Roblin Centre whether online voting would have an impact on young voters.

I vote because it’s my civic duty, and it
affects me and my community. I think
online voting would make it so much
easier. I think more people would turn
up to vote that way. You don’t actually
have to leave your house to go out and
vote, it’s more convenient.

- Matthew Brzezinski, Business
Information Technology

Voting is important, I believe that if you
don’t vote you have nothing to complain
about. So it’s important to get people
to vote, but I think online voting would
have a negative impact. For me, it’s
about going out and doing the act. I don’t
think it’s too much to ask for someone to
go out and vote in person.

I didn’t vote last election, but I’ll vote
this time because I know much more
about the budget and the economy than
I used to. I don’t know if online voting
will make a difference. A lot of people
don’t vote because they think their vote
won’t make a difference, and other
people are just lazy.

- Stephanie Bellingham, Applied
Accounting

- Miriam Rediir, Business Admin

I think electronic voting would increase
the amount of people who vote, not
because technology is something that
youth can connect with, but just for
the convenience of it all. I don’t drive,
so it’s much nicer to do it online. And
it would mean I wouldn’t have to wait
standing in line.

- Andrea Klaverkamp, Business Admin
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Ladies start your engines
Winnipeg is revving up for feminist workshops
Allison Marinelli
CONTRIBUTOR
FemRev Collective is a local
organizing committee for women
to come together to share their
similar ideals and beliefs on feminism.
The group is based out of
Winnipeg but works outward on
a country-wide basis to reach a
more global feminist community.
Their goals are to build a strong
feminist presence in the city and
to improve women’s lives and society as a whole. They will be hosting the second RebELLEs Pan-Canadian Young Feminist Gathering

at the University of Winnipeg. The
gathering will occur over a threeday span from May 20 - May 23.
The group is led by young
feminists who value intergenerational mentorship. Member,
Jodie Layne Blahut said, “FemRev
actively works against patriarchy,
colonialism, capitalism, and militarization amongst other things.
We are a collective of women of all
ages who are activists, academics,
and artists all working together to
combat all forms of oppression.”
The gathering held at the university will bring young feminists
from all over Canada together to
participate in workshops, discuss
feminism and what it means to
them. Blahut, 21, said, “Women

will have the opportunities to
learn about things that are happening across Canada, participate
in actions, and celebrate our struggles and solidarity.”
Over the weekend there will
be events that take place in the
evenings, creative workshops and
plenary sessions during the day.
The RebELLEs plan to host a community march/feast, a skill share,
and a feminist cabaret. It will be
open to the public and all womenidentified people aged 14 to 34
(anyone who identifies as a woman, whether they are cis-gendered,
trans-gendered, two-spirited, or
gender-queer).
Erin Vosters, committee member who is organizing the Gather-

ing, said “I think we need feminism everywhere - everything we
say and do is impacted by sexism,
the Canadian colonial legacy, racism, homophobia and heterosexism, transphobia.”
“Violence against women is
ubiquitous in our culture, and
we need to work to change that.
We need feminists in politics, in
health care, in the arts, in education and everywhere else,” she
added. “A feminist perspective can
go a long way toward breaking
down all kinds of hierarchies and
oppressions, and we certainly have
a long way to go in that regard.”
The first and only other gathering was held in Montreal in
2008 and was attended by over

500 young women from across
Canada, as well as international
visitors.
“Women still have a long way
to come when it comes to oppression. They still make less per dollar than a man with the same experience/qualifications per hour.
Women and children are still hyper sexualized in society and the
media,” says Blahut.
To get involved with FemRev
or to register for the gathering,
check out their Facebook page at
http://www.facebook.com/femrev.
collective or the RebELLEs website
at http://www.RebELLEs.org/. To apply as a performer or interpreter
for the event email rebelles@femrev.org or call 942-7390.

Redesigning a good cause
RRC students gain alturistic work experience
Sara Harrison
ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR
Third-year Graphic Design
students at Red River College
paired with Growing Opportunities International (GO!), a nonprofit organization which works
on youth and community development projects in developing
countries, to redesign the organization’s image with a new logo,
branding, promotional videos,
and web design.
Ilse Dyck, a Graphic Design
instructor at RRC, began coordinating this project in the fall after being approached by Amanda
Furst, one of GO!’s founders, for
assistance in redesigning the

organization’s image. Dyck said
these types of projects are great
learning experiences for her students. “It’s been a great experience working with Amanda and
creating projects for GO! with the
students. They really appreciate
doing work that is “real”, in the
industry, and will be published
and public, not to mention supporting a good cause.”
GO! partners up with individuals from developing countries who want to benefit their
community with sustainable
project ideas. GO! kicked off its
first unofficial project in 2008
by partnering with a Rwandan
nursery school teacher to build
a two-classroom nursery school.
“The idea of building the school
meant that children could study
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in a safe environment sheltered
from the elements. The idea for
GO! as an official non-profit organization came when I returned to
Canada after my three years volunteering,” said Furst.
Furst partnered up with
Amanda LaBoucane, who works
at the Vancouver GO! location,
and incorporated the organization in 2010. They are now focusing on a new project called Hero
Home, which is a home for street
children and orphans in North
Tanzania. The project was conceived by former Tanzanian marathoner Tabitha Martin.
“The goal now is to raise the
required funds for Hero Home
($50,000) and then I will go back
to Tanzania to start working on
the project with Tabitha. Once

in Tanzania, our goal is to put in
place numerous programs that
will allow us to bring in income
to fund the costs associated with
Hero Home. We do not want the
project to always be reliant on donor funding,” said Furst.
The West End Cultural Centre is hosting a benefit concert,
Listen Local –Grow Global 2, to
raise money for GO!’s project in
Tanzania on April 29. This year’s
line-up includes Rwandan dance
group UMUCYO, R&B singer Flo,
and blue-grass country band, The
Crooked Brothers.
GO! will select five of the
Graphic Design student’s promotional videos to run during the
benefit, set to the tune of Winnipeg’s Chic Gamine. These videos address what GO! does, and

why they need support for their
projects. Guests are encouraged
to vote for their favourite video,
which will be then be uploaded
onto GO!’s website and used for
future events.
zzzGraphic Design students
will continue you to participate
in collaboration projects with
non-profit organization after this
year’s success, said Dyck. “In the
future - in my courses, you can
expect to see more co-ordination
with non-profits. I’m working
on a Research Innovation Fund
project to create a partnership
between the Museum of Human
Rights and RRC. In the next year
or two, there should be a number of student projects that will
relate to design and new media
projects with the museum.”
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Smelling Change in the Air
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New Garbage and Recycling Master Plan to be drafted

David Driedger
NEWS EDITOR
The City of Winnipeg wrapped
up its public consultations on the
future waste management, and
is about to draft its Garbage and
Recycling Master Plan. The new
master plan will determine the
future of garbage and recycling
services in Winnipeg.
The process the city used
to gather information on what
Winnipeggers wanted in terms
of waste and recycling services

was designed in three phases.
The first phase, which ran last
November and December, was
designed to illicit Winnipeggers
thoughts on the future of garbage
and recycling services through
telephone surveys among other
methods.
The second phase, which
began in February and ends
in April, involved roundtable
discussions, open houses, and
public meetings to get more
feedback on options. Following
the second phase, city officials
will draft and develop the master
plan that will eventually be
presented to Winnipeg City Hall
in the fall.
Trevor Sims, environmental

Tall Grass
Prairie Bakery
products hit
the Mercantile
Healthier lunch options from a
local bakery
Dani Finch
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Just in time for the last
month of school, the Mercantile
store at the Roblin Campus has
started to sell Tall Grass Prairie
Bakery products.
“We’ve been working on a
variety of different food options
for students for awhile now,” said
Matthew Meijer of the Red River
College Students’ Association.
“We wanted to pursue local companies in an effort to keep it local
and healthy.”
Tall Grass Prairie is a local, organic bread company with two locations in Winnipeg, one in Wolseley and one at The Forks which
also has the Grass Roots Prairie
Kitchen located directly across
from the bakery at the Forks Market. Tall Grass Prairie is committed to using organic grains, which
only come from Manitoba farms.

According to the Tall Grass
Prairie philosophy and history,
“serving the community with integrity and joy” is their primary
goal.
Some Tall Grass products
that are sold at the Mercantile
include cinnamon buns, cookies, sandwiches, scones, salads
and vegan burgers, brownies and
other slices.
That said, in order to make
room for the new products, the
store has had to get rid of some
items.
“We’re getting rid of products that no longer move fast
enough from our shelves,” said
Meijer.
Some items that got the
boot include the popcorn maker,
which means what students had
dubbed “popcorn Tuesday,” is no
more.
“Injecting the Mercantile
with new food/drink options for
students will benefit everyone,”
assured Meijer.

engineer for the City of Winnipeg,
says the public consultation
process is very important because
“it’s very valuable is helping
(officials) to form the future
waste handling service system
in Winnipeg based on residents’
input.”
Among
some
of
the
recommendations city officials
are considering are the creation
of community drop-off depots
that would accept material from
residents that could be reused
or recycled, a curbside organics
program, and phasing out
AutoBin collection service and
moving towards automated cart
collection.
Over 750,000 tonnes of
garbage is generated each year
in Winnipeg, according to city
estimates. According to Sims,
the current waste management
system is in need of a drastic
overhaul. “We want to do better
on diversion rates. Right now,
Winnipeg has a 17 per cent
diversion rate. It’s one of the
lowest in the country. We want it
to be 50 per cent.”
Another major problem the
city faces in the Brady Landfill is

leachate. Leachate is a harmful
liquid that is generated when
water passes through garbage,
and must be removed and treated
at wastewater treatment plants.
According to city statistics, 55
million litres of leachate is treated
every year. Sims stated that the
city is “eager to get household
hazardous waste, and electronic
waste out of the landfills. It’s a
long-term liability because of the
toxins, and leakage that occurs.”
Winnipeg homeowner
Michel Fourneaux believes that
the city’s goal to divert more
waste is a good cause. “I think it’s
a good idea to divert more waste
away from landfills. It just makes
more sense, otherwise people
are just sticking electronics
and other hazardous things in
the garbage. That’s not right.”
Fourneaux added, “We should be
keeping that things like that out
of our landfills.”
“We’re trying to think
forward, and be progressive. If we
can reduce the amount of waste
in our landfills we should. We
have a social responsibility to be
environmentally prudent.”

This was JHR’s first year
at Red River College, and I
think we quickly established
ourselves as “the little human
rights group that could.” Our
first meeting had a great turn
out of approximately 15-20
people,
Anyway, we started with
a big group and although we
lost some attendance, people’s
interest didn’t die down.
Students and instructors
knew who we were and were
always interested in helping
out. Word about our first
event, the Christmas food
drive for Winnipeg Harvest
got out pretty quickly. We
were pleasantly surprised
when we were faced with an
overflowing box of food to
take to Winnipeg Harvest at
the end of our food drive week.
Our next event was our
HollerDay event, Cookies for
Congo, where we actually
became a recognized SA
group and gave out cookies in
exchange for Congo facts. We
provided people with a laptop
with the JHR search engine to
find a fact, write it on a postit, and post it to one of two
“fact boards.” Participants
were encouraged not to write
duplicate facts, requiring
them to read through the
pastel rainbow of post-its
and learn some things about
the Congo. Oh, and get a
scrumptious cookie as well!
The JHR RRC Chapter is
now looking to talk to high
schools about getting youth
involved in human rights. Our
president, Dani Finch, went
to Vancouver with JHR RRC
member Alyssa McDonald,
to the Train the Trainer
conference, so they can pass
on what they learned to other
JHR RRC members and youth.
This will most likely happen
in May, as all members will
be out of classes, with some
already volunteering to go to
high schools in May.
Although JHR didn’t
have a huge membership at
Red River, it certainly became
well-known and isn’t going
anywhere.
JHR
received
nothing but support from the
student body and faculty. A
vast majority of the members
are in the first-year of the
program and are well on their
way to becoming second-years.
No doubt they’ll be able to
pass on and advertise JHR to
fresh-faced, bushy-eyed firstyears!
Andrew Kress is a journalism
student at RRC and a member of
RRC’s jhr chapter.
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Live At Five calls it a year
Instructor Steve Vogelsang says goodbye to RRC

Garrick Kozier
PHOTO EDITOR
Live At Five, the weekly newscast
produced by students enrolled in Red
River College’s Creative Communications
department, ended its season with a wine
and cheese event held at The Roblin Centre.
However, this was no ordinary wrap
up party.
The event, which featured music from
a three-piece jazz band, as well as speeches
from RRC President Stephanie Forsyth and
Global Winnipeg news anchor Shannon
Martin, served as an official farewell to
CreComm journalism instructor Steve
Vogelsang.
Vogelsang, who started teaching in
2002, is resigning at the end of the school
year to embark on the next chapter of his
life in Nelson, British Columbia with his
wife Laura.
The event brought together CreComm
students from past and present, all wanting
to thank Vogelsang for his tutelage, and
to wish him good luck with his future
endeavors.

Martin, who told the crowd of
approximately 200 that she promised
herself she wouldn’t cry, said Vogelsang
was instrumental in her development as
an on-air personality. “Steve’s been there
almost every step of the way. Whether it
was to tell me ‘good job,’ or to tell me I
looked good in red. He’s always been in my
corner.”
As Vogelsang took the podium, a hush
took over the audience before he jokingly
announced that he’d “keep this short;
I’ve never been much of a public speaker,”
eliciting a barrage of laughs from the
crowd.
For those saddened by his departure,
Vogelsang offered some parting words of
advice and encouragement. “This isn’t a
sad occasion at all tonight. Let’s be very
clear on this. This isn’t goodbye. It might
be see ya later, but it’s not goodbye. In fact,
really, we are saying hello to each other
again.”

Photo by Garrick Kozier
RRC instructor Steve Vogelsang says goodbye to staff
and students at the Live at 5 finale held on April 7

CreComm
Students
showcase
magazines
David Driedger
NEWS EDITOR
Students
in
the
Creative
Communications program showcased
the product of three months work at the
annual magazine trade fair in the Loewen
Atrium at The Roblin Centre on March 31.
Students displayed magazines that
they wrote, designed, and produced. A
panel of industry judges awarded prizes in
several categories to the top magazines.

The prizes were sponsored by the
Magazine Publishers Association. The
winners were:

Best Overall Magazine:
Thingamajig – Michael Badejo, Brian
Bulos, Pamela Wankling, Ashley Wiebe

Best Design Award
Lomo – Garrick Kozier, Ryan McBride,
Alex Rohne, Jordan Thompson

Best Content Award
All photos by Garrick Kozier
(Clockwise from top) RRC Journalism instructor Duncan McMonagle and Creative Communications student Shelley Cook, Tuck and Tape Magazine cover model Jynx does makeovers for
trade fair guests, Creative Communications student Daniella Ponticelli.
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Burlap – Jaremy Ediger, Kevan Hannah,
Veronica Neufeld, Albertine Watson
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Winnipeg festivals at a glance
Where you should be this summer
Chuka Ejeckam
STUDENT CONTRIBUTOR

Winnipeg summers, short
and sporadic as they may be, play
host to three major episodes of
cultural invigoration. Folk Festival, Fringe Festival, and Jazz Festival. From the thrills of skilled
entertainers to the memories and
meditations of astounding musicians, these festivals provide not
only points of convergence for the
arts-minded people of our city,

but also something more ethereal than that. Something in the
air that escapes articulation, but
affects the atmosphere no less for
that. Some modern sort of magic
that skips along streets and colors
the clouds and reminds us why
Winnipeg feels like home.
Jazz Festival comes first,
from June 16-25. This year the
very first brass blast of the festival will erupt from none other
than Wynton Marsalis, the first
person ever to win the Pulitzer
Prize for Music for a jazz recording. Marsalis will be performing
with the Jazz at Lincoln Center
Orchestra on June 14 at the Cen-

tennial Concert Hall as a special
festival preview. The only other
group officially slotted thus far is
Pink Martini, a 12-piece orchestra
that composes with influences as
international as its fan base. Pink
Martini is set to close out the festival on June 25, which will mark
their third performance in the
Winnipeg Jazz Festival. Find out
the rest of the performers as they
are announced on jazzwinnipeg.
com.
Up next, at the heart of the
season, comes the fervent everchanging scene of harmonies
and happiness known only as the
Folk Festival. July 6-10 will see the

38th annual Folk Fest take place
in Birds Hill Provincial Park. The
natural gallery plays host to a
sprawling gala of live music, arts
programs, and open-air vendors.
The festival composes a community, one that takes root in the
hearts of all who visit it. This
event marks each summer with
sublime and rejuvenating expression of self perhaps more than
any other in these months. This
year’s lineup includes alternative
indie duo Tegan & Sara, spoken
word artist Shane Koyczan, and
seasoned singer k. d. lang. Check
out more of this year’s lineup at
winnipegfolkfestival.ca/wp.

The final episode in the trilogy is of a more dramatic sort at
the Winnipeg Fringe Theatre Festival. Fringe Fest has provided innovative entertainment for Winnipeggers for 23 years, and ranks
as the second-largest event of its
kind in North America. From July
13-24, this event will offer Winnipeggers the opportunity to expose and immerse themselves in
the world of dramatists and character artists. The festival incorporates live, and even interactive
theatre; opening plays to both
the boundless sky and responsive
audiences. Find out about the advanced booking option at winnipegfringe.com.

Indie Studio is back with KICK
Former RRC student brings back local music show
Chadd Cawson
STUDENT CONTRIBUTOR

“It’s all full circle,” said Creative Communications alumnus
Pamela Roz.
Roz is bringing Indie Studio,
a show that once aired on Curve
94.3 FM, back to where it all began for her on the airwaves of
KICK-FM. Roz graduated from
Red River College’s Creative Communications program in May
2006 and had a show on KICK during her two years in school. Now,
nearly five years later, she is back
with the college indie station to
promote home grown music. Roz
wasted no time or opportunities
after graduation as she worked
in Victoria, BC at The Q, the Island’s Rock Station from
September 2006-2008.
“I needed something that was
mine,” said Roz
of the radio
show.
Roz returned home
to
Winnipeg as Q-94
changed
its
face
to Curve
and
she
changed
the face
of
local
music by
giving it a

voice. She said she felt that there
were too many good local artists
and they needed a platform to be
heard, and so Indie Studio was
created. She has featured many
local artists on her show, like Take
Me To The Pilot, who is the namesake of Elton John’s hit song. Roz
had the band on her show for the
first time on Curve in 2009 when
the band was first beginning to
gel through the efforts of their
front man Mike Bilenki.
“Pam’s focus on local music
is huge,” said Bilenki. “The road
to a band’s success starts in their
hometown and she gives bands
like us a launch pad for that.”
Indie Studio and Roz were
on a quick hiatus when 94.3 FM
changed their format from Curve
to FAB but with a turn of the dial
to the left you can now hear it
on 92.9 KICK-FM on Mondays at 7
p.m. Vanessa Mancini, who graduated from the Creative Communications program in 2010,
produces the show. Mancini created a group, Indie Studio on 92.9
KICK FM, that can be followed on
Facebook.
The hour-long show at KICK
can be more devoted to showcasing the true artist.
“It was my idea to have live
performances,” said Mancini. “It’s
a great venue not only to get the
music of the band and artist out

there but their personalities as
well.”
Indie Studio is booked solid
with a line up of local talent until the end of May. Take Me To The
Pilot was on their second show
which aired on April 4. Things
have really changed for the group
since Roz first helped them with

baby steps of exposure. They really sprung in to spring when opening for Fefe Dobson on April 2 and
for The Stereos on April 9.
“It’s inspiring,” said Roz. “I
feel like a proud parent in the audience; to see that growth is awesome. They work so hard.”
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InBrief
Dylan Hughes
CONTRIBUTOR
Juno nominations for
local artists
Local folk/country
artist Del Barber is feeling
a little less blue after he
received his first Juno
nomination last month.
Barber, who is known for
his melancholy love songs,
was nominated in the
Roots and Traditional Album of the Year category
for his release of Love
Songs for the Last Twenty.
Local artists Chic Gamine,
Eagle and Hawk, Ruth
Moody, and Little Hawk
were also nominated at
the awards, which were
held March 27 in Toronto.
Although Barber
didn’t come home with
any hardware, it’s hard to
say that he’s not a winner,
as “I was nominated for a
Juno, honey” will certainly be a decent pick-up
line for at least the next
five years.
Student script hits
the big screen The
script that a Vancouver
Film
School student wrote
as a final project has
made the trip from the
classroom to the silver
screen. 29-year-old Seth
Lochhead is the writer of
Hanna – an action movie
featuring the elf ruler Galadriel and that cool Jewish
guy from Munich. The
script for Hanna, which
opened April 8, began as a
class project in 2005. Lochhead finished roughly
half of it in school and
completed the rest in the
months following graduation. The film has been
met with generally positive reviews, and has given
false hope to a plethora of
failed screenwriters who
are now destined to spend
another decade living in
their parents’ basement.
A lineup for peace,
music, and memories
The lineup for the
2011 Winnipeg Folk Festival has been announced
and features popular
artists such as Blue
Rodeo, the funky Meters,
M. Ward, the Jayhawks,
and Little Feat. Wilco
front man Jeff Tweedy
will headline the festival,
which runs from July
6 – 10 this summer. The
Winnipeg Folk Festival has
long served as a showcase
of homegrown talent,
and is no different this
year, with local acts the
Crooked Brothers, DJ Hunnicutt, Imaginary Cities,
Oh My Darling, and Scott
Nolan also set to play.
With artists like these
performing, it appears the
festival is shaping up to
be another five lovely days
of peace, music, and the
making of memories.
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Looking for love online
The next step
Caitlin MacGregor
COLUMNIST

So, you’ve been messaging
with someone for a while. They
seem nice and you have a lot in
common so when do you take
that next step and meet? I suggest not waiting too long to take
it from screen to screen to face to
face. It’s best to find out sooner
rather than later if there’s sparks
in person.
With online dating the first
date tends to be more of a meet
and greet then a first date. It’s to
see if there’s any chemistry and
ensure neither person is crazy.
Some advice about the first
meeting:
-Do drinks or coffee not dinner and a movie. Drinks or coffee are good because it can range
from 45 minutes to 3 hours depending on how it goes. If it turns
out their picture wasn’t accurate
or the person with the witty messages is completely boring in
person you can get out of there
quickly. With dinner and a movie, you’ve committed to the entire
night unless you feel like faking
an emergency.
-I try not to look too good.
If you wear your most flattering
dress and spend three hours on
your hair and makeup then it’s
only downhill from there. I usually go a bit more casual and approachable on the first date and
leave room to wow them in the
future if we hit it off. Besides, it
sucks to waste you’re best outfit
on him if he turns out to be a dud.
-Don’t get drunk. A couple
beers in a pub is one of my favourite first dates. First dates can be
awkward so meeting in a relaxed
environment is great. Getting
sloppy, not so great.
-Don’t ask hard-hitting questions. The first date is uncomfortable enough without being asked
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how many kids you want or if
you’ve been tested for HIV recently. Of course those are important
questions but save it for the second or third date and just see if
there’s chemistry first.
-Don’t ask if there’s going to
be a second date. Wait a couple
hours or a day and follow up with
a message, text or phone call. The
worst is when a guy ends the date
by asking, “Did you have fun?

Would you like to go out again?”
Ick. I don’t like lying so don’t put
me in that position. It’s uncomfortable. If you ask me at the end
of a date if I’d like to go out again
I’ll probably say “sure” even if I
don’t mean it. Best bet is to just
end it with a simple, “It was nice
meeting you. Bye.”
Of course, like anything,
with dating there are always exceptions to the rules. These are

a few basic guidelines I’ve developed while online dating. So,
with the school year coming to an
end and summer nearly upon us
don’t be afraid to give an online
dating site a try. You never know
who you might meet.
To continue reading about
Caitlin’s online dating adventures over the summer you can
read her blog at http://lookingforloveonline.blogspot.com/
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Just scratching the surface Touring Canada
Franco delivers on screen but not on paper
Matthew Montgomery
STUDENT CONTRIBUTOR

James Franco is an interesting character. He’s a successful
actor, starring in movies like 127
Hours and the upcoming Your
Highness. He directs, he dances,
he paints, he’s into photography
and he writes. Franco has been
steadily publishing short stories
in magazines and has been a student at Columbia in the Creative
Writing program. His first full
publication is a collection of connected short stories set in Palo
Alto, where Franco grew up. This
collection can be found at McNally Robinson and Chapters.
Palo Alto, the collection, follows a group of teenagers growing up, drinking, having sex,
fighting, and being the stereo-

typical emptiness that characterizes literature from California.
The stories range from short to
medium, feature the same group
throughout the book, and all are
narrated in the first person.
In “Lockheed,” a frumpy girl
with no friends makes a quick
connection with a bad boy at a
house party. This meeting ends
as soon as it begins when the bad
boy gets into a fight and then gets
run over by an SUV. When a cop
questions the girl, she blurts out
the detail that the boy thought
she was smart, and she thought
he liked her. It’s a heartbreaking
moment of Franco showing rather than telling about emotions, a
very hard trick to pull off.
With the exception of “Lockheed” and one more story, the
quality of the pieces range from
acceptable to somewhat irritating. In the story where the nerdy
kid buys a gun to shoot a bully

the diction is off, moving from
excellent to sub-human, and
Franco never makes the reader
think the narrator is anything
other than mentally disturbed.
The story never says anything
more profound than the nerdy
kid and the bully are really the
same, both victims.
Palo Alto is not a disappointment, but it’s also not revelatory.
While certain moments have
their brilliance, the overall effect
is one of reiteration of plot and
voice and theme. Audiences will
recognize the stories and the situations, and Franco does not add
much to the canon.
I would prefer to see Franco
write something other than his
childhood. Maybe then he would
stretch the literary muscles and
give the world something other
than gangbangs and fleeting superficial references to tFaulkner.

and releasing
his first EP
Canadian artist struggles to fit
into one genre
Sara Harrison
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Local entertainer Jason Petric is set to launch his self-titled
debut EP on April 29 at Joe’s Garage, where he is holding his CD
release show at 10 p.m.
Petric, who graduated high
school two years ago and has
been recording music ever since,
said the concept of a 24-day tour
was a dream. Now embarking
on his third through Canada,
he gets to experience the awayfrom-home, crazy life that many
professional musicians do.

“The tour van becomes
your home since you’re never
at home,” said Petric, whose
schedule has been steadily
busy rehearsing four or five
times a week, in a recording
studio, or on the road in his
tour van.
Though Petric admits
there is nothing steady about
traveling in the tour van, describing instances when the
van broke down in remote
areas, blown a tire, or wasn’t
plugged in on a chilly winter
night.
“We don’t take shovels.
We have a tire iron and jack,
but no spare tire. But we learn
to laugh it off because we go
to a show and then, after,
wonder how we could be mad
about it.”
Petric’s sound can be compared to Keith Urban or John
Mayer with plenty of acoustic
and soft vocals. His music balances between pop and country and Petric is unsure as to
what category he wants to be
defined by.
“It kind of depends which
station plays my music. In Alberta, I wouldn’t be twang-y
enough to be played on their
country stations. But I’ve noticed in stations further east
in Canada, that their idea of
country is more like what I
play.”
Pamela Roz, who is doing
public relations for Petric, said
his music had a country vibe
to it but also compared him
to singer/songwriter Gavin DeGraw.
“I see how much he wants
to make it and how hard he’ll
work for it. He is a great writer
and performer and truly just
wants to share his joy behind
it all with as many people as
he can,” said Roz.
Petric, who has always
been a big fan of Canada’s
Nickelback, credits his lyrics
to his ability to write passionately about things in his life
that inspire him but not all of
his lyrics have been made into
songs.
“I’ve probably written
hundreds of tunes. Something may be missing and get
scrapped or I’ll do surgery and
stick some of them together to
make a whole,” said Petric.
On his EP, Gravel Roads
is the only song Petric did
not write or co-write. One of
his collaborations includes
You’re So Beautiful. This song
was co-written with Heather
Longstaffe, who won the 2011
Canadian Radio Star National
Songwriting Competition.
Petric will join four other
artists at the Manitoba Country Music Association at the
Canad Inns Destination Centre Windsor Park on April 28.
The show starts at 8 p.m. and
admission is $6.
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Sympathy for Big
Smoke
Do you feel sorry for Toronto sports fans?
Isaac Simonson
CONTRIBUTOR

As a Canadian, I feel compelled to partake in our national
pastime: hating Toronto. Whenever I see the Blue Jays, Raptors,
or Leafs lose another game on TV,
I get a feeling of schadenfreude
that is quite satisfying. It doesn’t
matter who they play, as long as
they lose. But lately, I’ve no longer
been getting the same pleasure
out of Toronto’s athletic misfortunes. In fact, I’ve started feeling
a little sorry for them. Confused,
I started digging through stats,
comparing team records, desperately trying to account for my
sympathy. Because of the last decade’s disappointing results, Toronto has been the worst place to
be a sports fan.
To come to this conclusion,
a few boundaries had to be created. First, I chose a sample of cities that had at least three of the
four major professional sports in
North America (NFL, MLB, NBA,
NHL). I didn’t count franchise
relocations or combined metro-

politan areas. This created a pool
consisting of Toronto and 19 US
cities. There were some other
losers on the list: Oakland, Washington, D.C. and the Minnesota
teams gave Hogtown a run for
their money. But ultimately every
city but Toronto had at least one
team with some measure of success in the past ten years; there
was something for fans to embrace.
For Toronto, it isn’t a matter of heartbreak. Torontonians
haven’t been in a position to have
their hearts broken. It’s been 17
years since a team from Toronto
even played in a championship.
In fact, that was the last time the
Blue Jays would make the playoffs. The Raptors have made the
playoffs four times in the last ten
years, and only in 2007 did they
make it to the second round.
Then there are the Maple Leafs,
in 2003 they came closest to tasting success, losing to Carolina in
game seven of the Eastern Conference Finals. But now the Leafs are
going on a six, potentially seven
year post-season drought. That
doesn’t leave much for Toronto to
cheer about, does it?
But wait, it gets worse. It
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seems there is something about
Toronto that sends the talented
players packing. Chris Bosh, Mats
Sundin, Hedo Turkoglu, and Roy
Halladay are just some of the athletes who recently left for reasons
beyond control. How does this
keep happening? Is this exodus
of talent normal in other cities?
All anyone seems to know is that
the cycle of grief and frustration
continues.
Don’t give up, Toronto fans.
There is hope. The Blue Jays managed to keep Jose Bautista in town
for $65 million over 5 years. The
Maple Leafs may have finally
found a cure for their long-term
goaltending woes from James Reimer, who proved himself after
starting goalie J.S. Gigeure was
sidelined in February. And if only
Toronto could learn to love the
CFL, the future looks bright for
coach Jim Barker and the Argonauts. For now, at least, the curse
continues.
Perhaps Don Cherry summarized the situation in Toronto
the best, “…it’s too bad the Leafs
didn’t have the goalie injuries a
month earlier, they would have
had a shot at the playoffs.”

Steping down a size
RRC staff shape up for fitness challenge
Evan Paterson
COLUMNIST

Red River College staff are
working their way towards better
health, step by step. Dan Gilbert
and Lori Orchard organized the
Step by Step: Walk for Wellness
Challenge at RRC, a six-week challenge promoting good health.
The challenge encourages
RRC staff to strap on pedometers
in order to keep track of the number of daily steps they take. Staff
are encouraged to engage in any
physical activities and to keep
track of the number of fruits and
vegetables they eat every day.
Dan Gilbert seemed excited
about the challenge, “We decided
this would be a great opportunity
to take a step towards healthier
living.”
The challenge took off on
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Monday April 11th, and so far 21
teams of 4 have registered, meaning 84 RRC staff members are
stepping their way towards better
living.
RRC staff members are encouraged to take part in any physical activity ranging from taking
a dip in the pool to pumping iron
at the gym. Team members will
submit their weekly totals to the
team captain who will submit
the numbers into an easy to use
online database that converts all
activities into a number of steps.
The database also allows staff
members to view their improvements, week by week.
Along with physical activity, the Walk for Wellness Challenge promotes healthy eating.
Participants will be tracking the
number of fruits and veggies they
consume on a daily basis. Gilbert
says, “7 servings a day is the optimal number and the goal.”
Recent studies have shown
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that approximately 2/3 of Canadians aren’t physically active
enough, leaving many Canadians at risk for disability, disease,
and even premature death.
Gilbert believes that the
challenge will be very beneficial for Red River College’s staff,
“It’s a good way to promote
health and wellness and also
to strengthen relationships between staff members.”
Staff members will be rewarded for their efforts by receiving weekly prizes such as
gift certificates. Along with the
incentive of weekly prizes, Gilbert says, “Everyone wants to
attach points to their name and
do their best.”
If the six-week challenge
goes as planned, students at
Red River College might notice
that staff members have an extra skip in their step, an apple in
hand, and an overall healthier
and more active outlook on life.

What do you want to see changed in the Stanley Cup Playoffs?
Hirsch
I’ve mentioned before how I hate seeing 7 and 8 seeds make
runs to the final (unless they’re called the Habs), so let’s chop the
number of teams from each conference that make the playoffs to
6. And just like they do in the NFL, let’s give the top 2 seeds a bye,
and the other 4 seeds will zplay in a best-of-5 series to move on and
face those top two teams in the next round. Give the top teams
a better chance of moving on to later playoff rounds and reward
them for a great regular season.
Angus
Thinking of something I dislike about the NHL playoffs is
like trying to think of a pleasant memory I’ve had with Kevin
Hirschfield. Slim pickings. The NHL playoffs are always one of my
favourite times of year and it’s hard to find anything about it that
can be improved. However, if I were to pick one thing to change it
would be calling penalties for pucks over the glass. This is something I not only want to see taken out of playoff hockey, but something I want to see out of hockey in general. One day we’ll see the
misfortune of having Stanley Cup decided by a penalty like this
and wonder why the rule even exists.
It’s the last Angus Hirsch Column. So take one last chance
to rip each other.
Angus
The only bad thing about going to Red River College for the
past two years has been having to deal with Kevin Hirschfield every
day. Hirsch is the coldest, most stubborn individual I have ever met
and his frequent outbursts are loud enough to shatter a pane of
glass. Why so serious, Kevin? I’ve never seen anyone make so many
wrong sports predictions. Also, I don’t think he knows that wrestling is fake yet. Judging by the way he eats, in no more than five
years Kevin will weigh 300 pounds. He has an unhealthy obsession
with Cherry Cheese Danishes.
Hirsch
Angus, after doing this column with you for about 7 months,
I realized something. Even though you may think otherwise,
the fact is that you’re not a sports guy. You thrive when we argue
about hockey and golf, but when it comes to other sports like football or baseball, you just don’t have it. Real sports guys don’t rip
basketball, or bemoan baseball, like you’ve done in past columns.
Angus, show some respect for other sports. Or else I just can’t take
you seriously as a sports fan.
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Smashing balls for a good cause
HSC hosts dodgeball tournament to raise funds
Kevin Hirschfield
SPORTS BEAT REPORTER

This summer, get ready to
add a new D to the 5 D’s of dodgeball - donate.
And as much as the four other D’s will be important (dodge,
dip, duck, dive,) the fifth one is
the main goal of the D5 Dodgeball
Open being held on Aug. 12-13
outdoors at the Little Mountain

Sportsplex in the R.M. of Rosser,
just outside of Winnipeg.
Proceeds from the event will
go to the Health Sciences Centre
Foundation. Health Sciences Centre Foundation supports the men
and women who provide health
care at Health Sciences Centre
by funding research, education,
advanced technology and infrastructure enhancements.
“We hope people will have a
great time, it’s for a great foundation and our goal is to get our
message out there and hope that

people will want to return next
year,” said Heather Baker, communications coordinator for the
HSC Foundation.
The event will be held outside and is the first dodgeball
open tournament to be held in
Winnipeg. Teams will consist of
anywhere between 8-16 members
and a big feature to this tournament is that teams must be coed. Eight people from a team are
on the court at one time with a
maximum of five males allowed
to play.

Baker says the HSC is trying to get their message out to a
different demographic of young
adults aged 20-35 who may not
know of the foundation’s goals.
“These are the people who
play rec league-type sports or who
are maybe finishing up or done
with their education and looking
for some extra to do. These are
the people who want to come out
to our tournament,” said Baker.
Janell Mellenchuk, who has
played in rec league dodgeball
as a substitute, will be participat-

ing in the D5 tournament and
already has gathered eight people
to be on her team. She says it
hasn’t been hard to gather people
because dodgeball is such a fun
sport to play.
“There are not a lot of rules,
you don’t have to be in amazing
shape to play and it’s such a great
team sport. Who doesn’t like
chucking a ball and hitting somebody? It’s just a lot of fun,” said
Mellenchuk.
For more information on
the tournament and to register a
team, visit the D5 Dodgeball open
site at http://mhs.r-esourcecenter.com/Event/index.asp?Page_
ID=284

Unidentified flying objects
Flying frisbees take over Winnipeg this summer

Terryn Shiells
SPORTS EDITOR

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a
UFO. No that flying object is identified - it’s a frisbee. This summer
many adults will spend a lot of
time on the field playing the evergrowing sport known as ultimate
frisbee.
Ultimate frisbee is a sport
recognized under the unknown
world of disc sport. Organizations
like the Manitoba Organization of
Disc Sports (MODS) work hard to
promote sports like Ultimate Frisbee, Disc Golf and Double Disc
Court.
MODS was founded in 1988
and oversees the Winnipeg Ultimate League (WUL) which has
expanded to over 200 teams, and
over 3300 registered players. It’s
most popular session, is the summer co-ed league.
Madeline Busilla has been
playing Ultimate Frisbee for the
past two years, and says she’s
hooked. “I love the sport. I was
hesitant to join at first because I
had no experience, but you learn
and you get better,” she said. “And
the best thing is it’s great exercise.”

Ultimate Frisbee isn’t easy to
play, but it’s easy to learn. Stuart
Shiells, team captain for Go Banana!, said “I only started playing
two years ago, and I’m already a
captain. People are really good
about teaching you, as long as
you have stamina you’re fine.”
Shiells and Busilla describe
the sport as the cardio of soccer and basketball (lots of jumping), with the added difficulty of
hand-eye co-ordination needed
for catching, and throwing accurately. They say it sounds hard,
but anyone can play.
The WUL separates teams
into sub leagues depending on
their ability, so if you are a beginner player without a team, you
can sign up and they will place
you on a suitable team. Or, if you
and your friends are interested in
signing up a new team you’ll be
playing against people of similar
abilities.
If you’re looking for something fun to do this summer after
those pesky exams are done, it’s
not too late. Registration is open
on the MODS website (www.mods.
mb.ca) until April 29 for the co-ed
summer league which runs May 9
to Aug. 25.
Once you’ve played, and get
hooked like many do, you might
even get the chance to become
an elite athlete with MODS. Who
knows, you could be the next
Beckham of ultimate frisbee.
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